Door Pull Installation Instructions
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Remove door handle
cover reflector cap.
Undo all 4 screws.

Remove door card

Unclip the tweeter &
led light (if you have
one). I prefer to take
out the tweeter itself
so it doesn’t get
damaged.
Remove the pin from
the unit. A tap with a
hammer loosens it
then pull out with
pliers
With the hole location
template, drill a hole
using the supplied drill
bit in the back of the
door handle unit.

Tap the pin through
the unit and
mechanism until it is
showing on the other
side.

Remove door
handle/speaker
surround.

Unscrew the 3
screws holding the
handle unit.

Slide the cable cover
back and unclip the
cable from the
handle mechanism.

Remove the handle and
spring (these are no
longer needed, keep in
safe place if you wish to
reverse the process)
Keep the pin as this is
required
Place the correct
mechanism (labelled
DS - Drivers Side, PS
– Passenger Side) in
the unit

Insert the sleeve nut
through the
mechanism.

Place the strap over
the sleeve nut.

Screw the flanged bolt
into the sleeved nut
until tight.

Plug the speaker and
cable in including the
led (if you have one).

Clip the cable into the
mechanism.

Slide the cable cover
back and into the
handle housing.

Screw in the screws for
the handle housing.
Now test the new door
pull by closing the door
and pulling the strap to
open. The Mechanism
may catch on the door
metal work, use the
supplied rubber
washers to step the
door handle off the
door
Re-attach the
handle/speaker
surround

Re-attach all the
bolts holding the
door card and slide
the door handle
cover on. Stand back
and enjoy your new
Door Pull opener.

Re-attach the door
card.

Slide the strap
through the cover
plate. Place the long
Allen bolt through
the centre hole and
locate the hole
previously drilled.
Tighten until cover
plate is secure (do
not over tighten).

